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Professional summary

Bilingual and enthusiastic about computer science, I recently
completed a full-stack developer traineeship with IT Career
Switch. Through the successful completion of two professional
projects, I gained proficiency in the main front and back-end
programming languages.
With a strong experience in problem-solving and a dedication to
continuous learning, I am now dedicated to pursuing a career
where I would be mentally challenged and part of a productive
team.

Work history

05/2021 - Current
Tesco | Andover, Hampshire
Team Leader and Delivery Driver

02/2017 - 07/2021
TUI Airways | Crawley, West Sussex
Cabin crew member

02/2015 - 10/2016
Volotea | Nantes, France
Cabin manager

03/2013 - 01/2015
Map Handling | Nantes, France
Aircraft dispatcher

CAMILLE
MOURIER

Technical Skills

Education

2023 - 2024
IT Career Switch
Certification: Coding Traineeship
IT Career Switch's Coding
Traineeship includes the following
certifications with CODECADEMY:

Languages

French
Proficient (C2)
English
Proficient (C2)

Voluntary Work

Translation and French Subtitles
creation for TED talks videos

HTML / CSS•
JavaScript•
React / Redux•
PHP•
Python•
SQL•

Full-Stack Engineer Career Path•
Learn jQuery Course•
Learn Bootstrap•
Learn PHP•
Learn Python 3•

Supported a large team (more than 100 people) of pickers and
drivers.

•

Provided leadership and supervising pickers for increase
productivity.

•

Compliance with driver's hours regulations.•
Quick decision-making to deal with operational changes.•

Delivered excellent customer Service, with great attention to
details.

•

Team Work, in multicultural teams in which communication is
key.

•

Adaptability, working irregular hours while maintaining
positive attitude.

•

Delegated and assigned other team member's responsibilities.•
Organised briefings for compliance, feedback and
performance improvement .

•

Problem-solving skills to make quick, informed decisions, in
ever-changing environment while ensuring effective
communication with all teams.

•

Regulation Compliance to stay up-to-date with aviation
regulations and industry standards.

•


